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Hospitality was my dream.  Waitering was the in-between.

What started as a stint in the room service department of the Hilton Melbourne in 
the 80’s, turned into a design juggernaut of amazing proportions.
 
And it all centered around the operating equipment - the never-ending bank of 
broken product lined up back of house.  Quite simply labelled ‘out of order’.

I was inquisitive enough to ask why.
I was shocked to hear it’s as good as it gets.
They quietly smiled when I said I can do better.

Gathering the smartest engineers and the most curious manufacturers, operation 
‘room service overhaul’ gathered momentum.  

Within 6 months I presented draft 1 of, what is today, the most celebrated In Room 
Dining system in the world.   

And that was the beginning of my interaction with expert hoteliers, forward-thinking 
venue operators and master-chefs of the world.

When Gerd craved something new in live cooking he looked to us.

When Massimo looked to push the boundaries of catering without restrictions he 
shared with us.

When Knud was ready to explore his new buffet ideas he found us.

When Georgio conceptualized his sophisticated butler service he approached us.

When Joe wanted to break new ground in meeting styles he relied on us.

We are proud, passionate designers who believe you deserve better... 

Which brings us to our latest developments…

Nick Polidoros
Director / Designer

Our story



room service,

our Freefold series asserted that 
in-room dining should never be a 

compromise.

conference & banqueting,

we unveiled our award winning 
Rollaway Series; the world’s first 

linen-free table system.

action stations,   

our expertise delivers the most 
diverse, the most trend-setting 

concepts.

buffets,

we rejuvenated all traditional 
presentations and operations 

through our globally renowned 
Cross Cubes. 

A lifetime of design….



Our environment
‘The time is always right, 

to do what is right…’ 
Martin Luther King...

Furthermore;

• We’re rallying our clients to choose the recyclable stainless steel 
finishes over the harmful chroming and powder coated options.

• We dedicate much energy to our packaging, dealing with 
responsible and green-rated vendors.

• Our package removal program bestows a positive impact 
through recycling and the reduction of landfill waste.

As for the product itself?
There is no greater green 

guarantee, than linen-free 

We have changed our ways.

In the past, we used Native Timbers. 
It was easier, more affordable, and 
more available. 

Today, IHS is directly responsible for 
the salvage of several thousand 
acres of rain forest by changing 
to quick growing pine woodlands 
which are regularly replenished.



Plenty have imitated. But 
none have replicated our 
inspiring linen-free systems

We have mastered the table science behind perfect long-term naked 
presentations. And this in-depth expertise of ours will allow you to;

• reduce your water usage;

• reduce your energy consumption;

• and improve overall lifecycle processes,

all over the long term, so that you’re always doing the right thing by the 
environment, year after year, not just for the first few months of operation.

Naked presentations are 
a style we pioneered over 

three decades ago
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Rollaway 
all-event tables



Fold and roll
Yes...this table rolls. 
Never carry a table 

again, ever.

Beauty with brains

• It’s a table that never needs carrying.

• It’s a table whose speed of handling is 5 times faster than all others.

• It’s a table with not an inch of sway or wobble.

• It’s a table that converts into 3 different styles.

• It’s a table which, in just one size, can service all your event needs.

• It’s a table truck whose storage is half what you expect.

• It’s a table whose edges are indestructible.

• It’s a table that never touches another during handling and storage, ever.

And therefore it’s a system 
that delivers perfect linen-free 
presentations over the long-term.
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Table transformation
Choose how you use me

One table, 3 faces

Stand alone

As a stand-alone table I have 
unrivalled beauty. I am a work of art.

Optional fold away 
modesty panel

Sometimes I require modest 
privacy and my skirt comes down.

Optional fold away 
skirting panel

For those days when I need 
full coverage, a 3-sided panel 

completes me.

And it allows me to be anything you 
want me to be - registration desk, 
check in counter or display unit.
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In short this edging is virtually 
indestructible.

• It’s a polyurethane which is injected 
into the tabletop.

• It’s non-removable as it chemically 
bonds to the wood core.

• Features 90-degree angled corners 
which will not break or chip if the 
tables are dropped.

• Right angle corners of Rock 
edge™ allow a seamless 
linking of tables.

• No more old-fashioned gaps 
that rounded corners produce.

Rock edge™  – the future in 
table science.

Strong compound 
with a sleek contour

Perfect linear linking
Thanks to Rock edge, 

you can seamlessly link 
your tables

Rock edge™
Smart top technology
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• It’s out with the crescents, half-
moons, and quarter rounds.

• It’s in with the one table that does 
it all Conference, Boardroom, 
Classroom, Dining.

Imagine the time you could save.  
Imagine the money you could 
make.

Table linking
This is a revolution in 

table management that 
you need to be a part of

Conference
Boardroom



Classroom

One table does it all
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DiningDining



DiningDining
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8 tables 16 tables

 

Formidable logistics
Save 50% of your valuable 

floor space through our 
vertical table storage

• Roll your tables into their truck 
via a patented ramp design, 
and store your tables upright 
rather than horizontal.

• This vertical truck heralds a 
new era in table handling.

Fold, roll, and store.

Protective Storage
If your tables touch in storage 
you cannot deliver linen-free 

presentations

Others seem to offer linen-free tables – but only for the short term.

• Our transport trucks guarantee the protection of your table tops for decades.

• Cushioned swivel bars separate the tables whilst stored.

• Tables are kept rigidly upright through transport.

• Tables will never touch...Ever.

This is a long term protection and preservation of your linen-free table investment.
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Modesty panel

A stylish adaption

• Securely clips under the table 
top when not needed.

• Drops down effortlessly and 
quietly when required.
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Skirting panel

Convert your table into a 
chic counter…registration, 
coffee, display; it’s endless

• Patented 3-piece folding 
registration panel.

• Sits under and inside the tabletop 
to avoid the square-box look. 

• Hinged design allows you to fold it 
flat for storage and transport.
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Impress your modern 
conference clients

Tech box
power & data

• An accessory that clips to the 
table when required.

• Channel electricity and / or 
multimedia to the tables.

• Link the connectivity to multiple 
tables through the one powered 
table.

Customized attachment 
provides power & USB
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Treat your guests to a dining 
pleasure and elegance 
that instantly conveys a 
world-class operation

• Features precise engineering 
that eliminates all sway.

• Its ergonomic design delivers 
a luxurious dining comfort.

• Its strength guarantees years 
of high performance.

Rollaway
banquet & 

cabaret tables
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The Rollaway system



The Rollaway tables have given 
us the look and durability we were 
looking for.

These tables are extremely well 
made and look great, this is by far 
the best table I have ever worked 
with. 

The perfect fit of each side is 
a plus as it allows for flexible 
configuration and aesthetic.

The tables don’t dent so there is 
no need for linen, even for formal 
dinner events.

Pierre-Louis Giacotto
General Manager
Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel Chicago

Everything else is old
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• A warm, residential-style aesthetic 
coupled with precisely engineered 
mechanical strength.

• World’s first timber folding-leg table 
to feature such impressive stability 
and integrity.

Mission accomplished Joe.

Xilo
all-event tables
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Presenting a new era in banquet 
dining. 

• Delivers a unique and elegant 
dining experience.

• The tilting top is effortless and 
storage is a breeze.

Create a difference.

Perfect strength for 
dining without an 

inch of sway or rock

T-fold
banquet tables



• Optional modesty panel.

• Optional in-built executive box.

• Varying levels of multi-media 
capabilities and interaction.

Finally, a tilt-top table 
engineered for the 

heavy-use of our industry

T-fold
conference tables
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Cross Cube
satellite tables



We’ve taken the Cross 
Cube to a new level of 
excitement, excellence 

and money-making

• We’ve expanded our model offering.

• We’ve accommodated for all interiors, from heritage to 
traditional and contemporary.

• We’ve opened up a greater world of multi-usage.

• We’ve extended the life span of the tables far beyond 
what you would believe possible.

• We’ve halved your future refurbishment costs.
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Speed
Set up a buffet for 350 
people in less than 10 

mins

• This is a knock-down table system.

• Tops are quickly removed from legs, 
which then fold flat.

• Tops and legs are easily stored on 
custom-built trucks.

An impressive pace of operation, 
which will make you money from 
day one.
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Corner top

• Look to the Set Top - for a timeless, elegant 
presentation.

• Opt for the Lock Top - if you’re feeling more daring.

• Go for the Corner Top - if you’re ready to make a 
statement.

And then, decide on straight leg or our new curved 
leg  –  both are hand crafted to perfection.

Multi-leg options
Heritage, traditional 
or contemporary – 

embrace who you are

Whoever you are, however 
you’re feeling, we have 

your perfect match

Set top

Lock top



Set top curved
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Smart top technology
An indestructible edging 
for lifetime protection of 

your table tops

• This stainless steel edging connects to the tabletop insert 
through a patented locking mechanism.

• A clever design that allows for easy removal of the inserts.

At very little cost replace your inserts; in very little time 
update your Cross Cube.

And when it’s time for 
refurbishment, don’t buy 

new tables...

...replace your inserts

• A stainless steel frame will always 
protect your table edges.

• Long-term linen free 
presentations are a guarantee.



Table top reversibility
A new look for lunch, 
a new look for dinner

Table top reversibility is a standard 
offering on the Lock and Corner Top 
models.

• Put a light grain on one side and a 
dark grain on the other; or try a glass 
and laminate combination.

• Even if you don’t choose different 
colors or finishes you still have the 
luxury of reversing your top.

Can this table get 
any smarter?
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A naked presentation 
needs perfect 
preservation

Whichever Cross Cube you buy, it 
has its own purpose-built truck.

• Each truck holds complete sets 
of tables.

• Every truck has been slimmed 
right down to accommodate 
even the tightest of thoroughfares 
and storage areas.

Starter kits
Explore our tailor made 

Starter Kits for buffet, 
coffee break or cocktail 

Or customize your own

Storage efficiency
There is not an inch of 
wasted space in the 
design of the Cross 

Cube trucks
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Dining

PresentationBeverage

We use IHS banquet tables 
specifically. They’ve got a table that 
doesn’t require any linen at all. 

The tops can be flipped from clear 
glass to wood laminate and the 
tables are convenient in other ways. 

They’re easy to assemble and 
disassemble. They fold away very 
nicely; there’s a cart that comes with 
them. 

As the existing banquet tables 
require replacement, we hope 
that the F&B directors will buy these 
tables. The tables are more durable, 
solid, robust, and good-looking. I 
didn’t feel they were going to get 
banged up and scratched. 

Some of the other tables I’ve seen I 
felt were more industrial and perhaps 
even cheap-looking. 

Yes, it’s more expensive, but you 
get what you pay for. I imagine we 
will continue to use them for a long 
time.

Guy Rigby
Vice President of Food & Beverage
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts



There is nothing you need 
from a table that the 

Cross Cube can’t deliver

Nice one Knud

Buffet

Cocktail
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• A handcrafted stainless steel structure with astounding quality 
of workmanship.

• Replaceable table top inserts for effortless refurbishment.

• The elimination of food catchment areas to enhance hygiene 
control and reduce maintenance.

• And finally, transport mobility for a safe and speedy operation.

Experience our 
elegant design 

subtleties that make 
your life easier

Classic Cube
universal tables
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The roll-in table has never looked so crazy cool.  It’s now its own wow factor.

• It has style and architectural brilliance.

• Its applications are endless.

• Pre-prepare your service and discreetly glide your presentation into any event.

• And then enthral your guests with this showpiece.

• Available in a whole range of art glass, veneers, onyx or laminate tabletops.

An interior designer’s 
dream, where fine 

furniture meets operating 
equipment

Cool Cube
universal tables
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A decorative inspiration

An ingenious table top design which 
allows complete creativity in regards 
to ambience and catering set ups.

 
• Reverse your table tops - go for light 

and dark laminates or opt for glass 
on one side with veneer on the other.

• Interchange your table tops – stick 
with the full size or play with the 
alternative sizes and shapes we offer.

Insertable

Reversible



Convert from table, to 
kitchen 

No assembly needed; 
roll in and show off.

There’s no cuisine the Cool Cube 
can’t cater to.

• An array of accessories deliver 
great transformation.

• Whilst the assortment of appliances 
deliver unlimited conversion.

• Your mobile kitchen is fully 
equipped, including a smart 
mobile downdraft that is designed 
for a perfect overhead capture of 
odor and smoke.

Cook for a private function of 10, or 
a gala dinner of 1000.

Induction

Induction wok

Teppan

Ice well - acrylic

Ice well

Hot / cold induction
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Simply roll them 
out and interact

For the applications that 
cannot be interchanged, these 
dedicated stations provide the 
ultimate complement.



The ultimate 
Cool Cube conversion

A very chic add-on

• These clever detachable screens allow for even greater usage.

• They securely clip on quickly or store in their own custom truck 
when not needed.

• The privacy they offer is perfect for registration desk, conference 
table, or beverage station use.

• Available in full bodied veneers or perforated metal which come 
in any color or custom pattern – great for logo’s or promotions.
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Communal 
seating

Grill
stationAir vent

Sushi

Convection
oven

CarvingBeverage
serviceCool Cube system

Build your kitchen as big as you want



Water 
station

Demonstration 
mirror

Mobile barInduction 
wok

Shawarma
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Chic Cube
all-event tables

Where ultra modern 
contrasts perfectly with a 

warm residential style
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• Admire the high-tech architectural design of the framework.

• Play with imaginative tabletop combinations – mix onyx with 
wood grains, or glass with laminates.

• Enjoy the wide variety of usage these fine tables offer.

• Explore the options of modesty panels, glass ledges, or pull out 
drawers to further extend the tables’ usage.

These show-pieces will be your next show-stopper.

Flaunt an 
enviable style and 

sophistication
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Chic Cube system
Merchandise with a wow-factor
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Action Stations
live cooking & buffet modules



G/N Ice well
Sauce containers

F iltered exhaust

Interchangeable
applia nces

You imagine, define, 
design...Then, we bring 

your dreams to life

• Cater without restriction – indoor, 
outdoor, power-free or otherwise.

• Customize to suit your budget.

• Individualize to fuse with your 
interiors.

Our culinary expertise is unrivalled; 
our range is the biggest and the most 
extensive available in the world.

There’s not a cooking style, a safe-
food regulation, nor an elaborate 
Chef that we can’t satisfy.

Design with us, so 
they dine with you
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RectangleTaperedOval Curved

Select from our standard 
shapes and sizes...or create 

your own custom design

Custom
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Pasta cooker

Sauce containers

F iltered exhaust

Induction cooker

Ice well connector

F iltered exhaust



Ice well connector

Connector station

Carving
Induction cooker
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Why buy 3 stations?  
Buy the one, and offer 
many cooking styles

• A simple changeover is done in 
seconds and you’re ready for 
your next menu highlight.

• Interchangeable appliances 
offer great versatility through their 
rotation.

Interchangeable 
appliances

From an American breakfast, 
to an Asian noodle lunch, 
to an Indian curry dinner; 

create the lot!



Custom designed pods which hold 
any brand appliance or accessory 
offer great flexibility.

• Beautifully constructed, well 
ventilated, and impressively stored.

• Keep your stations active, and 
multi-useful.

• Or take them to any function, use 
them on any benchtop.

Play with heights, 
swap the placements, 

or store them away 
and use the stations 

as credenzas

Swap top
interchangeable pods
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We’re bringing the commercial kitchen out to the floor with a 
front-of-house wow factor.

• Cater to large volumes with ease.

• Decorate your stations to perfectly blend.

• Combine your stations to create a beautiful centerpiece.

• Connect your stations in any combination you desire.

• Merchandize your event space to keep the mystery alive.

These show kitchens are your new main attraction.

Interactive 
commercial kitchens
For those serious about 

live cooking…



• These side stations are the perfect 
accessories.

• Design them to cook, hold, chill or 
store.

• Extend your displays with our ice 
wells and work counters.

• Link your buffet with our induction 
models or refrigerated counters.

Mix it up, liven it up...it’s endless 
what you can create. plate dispenser acrylic ice well

insulated ice well work counter plate cavity running water induction bar fridge

Modular side stations
Extend and excite
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Odor purifying and 
ventilating...

Why smell and smoke 
out your guests?

Perfect indoor live 
cooking….it’s an art

• A variety of models offering up to a 
1000 cubic meters of draw capacity 
per hour.

• Odor and smoke are filtered internally.

• Purified air exits through floor level 
ducts.

• Depending on your needs we tailor 
the exhaust function to best suit.

Our carefully researched 
downdraft system is testament 
to our passion for delivering 
the most perfect indoor 
cooking practices.
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• Battery technology does 
not cater to high amperage 
cooking appliances.

• And so, this visionary Chef 
battery charged his downdrafts 
and opted for gas cooking. 

Ultimate catering freedom.

An incredible option for ultimate catering freedom

• These high-powered batteries will perform up to 3 hours of service 
depending on the appliance.

• Adaptable to induction holding, ice cream, sushi stations, beverage 
bars and other lower amperage appliances.

• Easy and quick to recharge.

We like the way you think Massimo. 

Battery power
Go anywhere anytime

Electriko
built-in rechargeable 

battery kits



Safe electric practices
Everyone’s safety is 

everyone’s responsibility

Safe food practices
Have you washed

your hands?

Self powered water unit

The embedding, use, and 
transporting of mobile appliances is 
stern business. And our attention to 
this is impeccable.

• Correct ventilation for each 
embedded appliance is imperative.

• Cables that are clipped and 
channeled away from all potential 
liquid pours are critical.

• Safety switches which minimize the 
damage of any electrical accident 
are obligatory.

• The correct distribution of power 
to avoid an electrical overload is 
essential.

• A fire blanket that comes standard 
with all our holding and cooking 
stations is quite simply, a good idea.

Each one of our stations is assessed 
by certified electricians and each 
high quality appliance is vigorously 
tested. No compromise.

• Global safe-food practices call for 
mandatory availability of running water 
facilities at every food handling site.

• And so we designed a portable tap 
and basin module for interactive use 
amongst your stations.

• Powered by either electricity or 
Electriko there are no more restrictions, 
no more excuses…

Sanitize, don’t 
compromise

Who wouldn’t insist 
on certified electrical 
equipment, and their 
correct installation?
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Mix, shake stir or serve 
your way through any 

event with our designer 
collection of beverage 

stations and barista bars

Bar & barista stations



• Customize their design to suit your 
needs and interiors.

• Equip them with power supply for 
coffee service.

• Light them up with colored 
halogens to highlight their display.

Back bars
Complete your 

beverage service with 
these sleek units
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Grill

SushiCarving

Ice well Induction

Odorless, smoke free, safe, 
high performing gorgeous 

mini kitchens on wheels 

Thanks to you Gerd..



Wok

Barista Ice cream

Pasta

Shawarma Baking
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Low cost, fast-moving 
and space-saving...

Showcase is a show off!

• Furthering on the capabilities of the Set Top Cross Cubes, a 
skirting panel converts the tables into counters of any type.

• Interchangeable tops and table top accessories means 
you can even cook, hold, chill, grill, carve and fry.

• Finished catering? Disassemble and transport your modules 
in their roadcase to your next function.

• Take it from pool-side to ballroom to your lobby – in record 
speed.  Perfect for off-site catering.

Showcase
knock-down 

catering stations
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Your very own pop-up bar

• This module features a taller skirting 
panel and accompanying ledge.

• Use it diversely as a cocktail, barista 
or welcome counter.

• Assemble it quickly, with minimal fuss.

• Store it effectively, well preserved and 
protected in its road case.

Showcase
knock-down 

beverage stations



Imagine the freedom of 
catering anywhere, anytime

• A perfect option for event spaces with power restrictions. 

• Conveniently mobile, these battery kits can be wheeled into Showcase for 
ultimate catering freedom.

• Each appliance operates with its own battery kit which slides underneath 
the table.

• Can be adapted to most low-amperage accessories and appliances 
such as induction holding, sushi fridge display and heat lamps.

Revma
world first adoption of 
battery technology to 

mobile catering stations
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In room dining
food delivery, heating & storage systems



The leading hoteliers 
of the world can’t 

be wrong…

Resort service

Trolley service

In room dining should 
not be a compromise…it 
should be a memorable 

dining experience



Tray service

Butler service
The complete room 

service system
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• A 4-post leg design eliminates all table top rocking.

• The A-frame folding style will individually or collectively beat 
the storage efficiency of any other system.

• Automatic locking wings eliminate the need for un-hygienic 
and time consuming pull out rods.

• Precision casters effortlessly glide to reduce pull-push forces.

Excel and excite your 
department through 
the award-winning 

Freefold Series

Freefold
in-room dining trolley



We’ve rejuvenated your expectations of this standard t-frame model trolley.

• Gone is the unacceptable table top rocking evident in all other brands.

• We’ve dealt with your awkward pull-out rods on the wings, through an 
automatic locking mechanism.

• We’ve eradicated your steering problems through the gliding motion of 5” 
precision casters.

And to top it off, this fabulous new arched leg design will elevate your 
presentations far beyond your expectations.

You may opt for the 
T-frame model, but why 
should your guests feel 

the compromise?

T-fold
in-room dining trolley
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• Electrically certified for electric and general public safety.

• Weighing an unbeatable 27.6 Ib / 12.5 kg.

• Guaranteed safe-serving temperature zones for ultimate hygiene 
control.

• A 10 minute heat up time to reach 208°F / 98°C.

• Impressive bacteria control through wire shelves and supports.

The benchmark in heating systems.

Electrically certified, 
vigorously tested, and 

visually impressive

Freeheat
electric food warmer
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• Choose from 3 standard 
models or customize your own.

• Enjoy the safe clipping and 
channeling of all electric cords.

• Connect and expand your 
caddy’s as you need.

A well organized, tidy and 
safe housing of your entire 

room service system

Caddy
food warmer

storage system



• An optional automatic timer that 
connects to the Caddy shelving.

• Can be programmed to turn on 
and off through your shifts.

• Saves an average 200 room 
hotel, over 10K per year.

Food warmer storage with 
the capacity to house 

mass volumes of warmers

Gravity feed
imposing and
impressive...

Enviro timer
Enjoy a 66% reduction in 
the energy running costs 

of your warmers
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Designed in conjunction with Armani Hotels, this impeccable 
system affirms IHS’s reputation as the global IRD specialists.

• Comprising a cold box, hot box, and 2 trays with a lid.

• Its modules can be separately used across many delivery and 
presentation needs – beverage, dessert, or coffee service.

That’s a class act Giorgio…as always.

Why not offer a royal 
dining experience 

to all of your guests?

Butler service
food delivery system for

VIP or suite dining



• May be customized to suit other 
transport modes.

• The exterior is capable of enduring 
extreme heat, cold, and moisture.

• An insulated interior.

• Customize its holding capacity to 
suit two food warmers or just the 
one, with ambient storage.

Designed to sit on the 
back of electric carts

Buggy box
food delivery

system for resorts
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• The Z-formed base is the ingenious space saving design.

• Detachable shelving allows for the carriage of a food warmer.

• Ultimate levels of hygiene control achieved through wire shelf 
supports which prevent food build up.

• Ease of maneuverability through 5” precision casters that 
ensure an effortless and well balanced motion.

Save incredible floor 
space in storage

Z-rack
tray holding, delivery

& storage system



• Encased with an injected 
polyurethane (Rock edge™) which 
prevents chipping and splintering.

• Choose from a variety of inserts such 
as laminate, acrylic and rubber.

• Smart, stylish, lightweight, and 
hygienically perfect in its design.

Finally! A tray you can 
drop without concern 

about damage

Smart tray
heralding a new era

in tray design
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No other company has expended 
this much effort to develop, 
expand and improve the humble 
room service department.

And the result?

The most encompassing, intelligent 
and money-making equipment 
you will find anywhere in the world.

We offer our guests a 5 star 
experience in every aspect of their 
stay.  

IHS provides us the tools we need to 
ensure our guests’ needs are met 
with quality and functionality.  

Their products are second to none 
and their customer service is top rate.  

I trust the IHS product line for all my In 
Room Dining needs.

Nicholas McGinnis
SKYLOFTS at MGM Grand, Las Vegas
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Let these aspiring 
Chefs cook to express 

their creativity.
Catering to kids



Let them ‘in-room 
dine’ like royalty…

Let them indulge in a 
buffet wonderland 

We recently purchased the IHS 
Catering for Kids Buffet and it is 
excellent!  

Whether we use it in the restaurant for 
our kids buffet or holiday buffets or in 
banquets, the kids love the color, fun 
designs on the buffet tops and most 
of all, a buffet that they can reach!   

We have received compliments from 
parents as well that it is so nice to 
see something specifically geared 
towards kids that is colorful and fun!  

I am sorry I didn’t find this buffet 
sooner!

Cory Saffran
Four Seasons Resort Orlando 
at Walt Disney World ®
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South Pacific

125 Henderson Road 
Rowville Melbourne 3178

Australia
+61 3 9765 4555

Asia 

21/F Tower 1
33 Canton Rd TST Kowloon 

Hong Kong
+852 3106 4301

Middle East 

27/F I-Rise Tower
Tecom Dubai 

UAE
+971 50 774 4856

Europe

9 Lower John Street 
Soho W1F 9DZ London 

United Kingdom
+44 (0) 203 735 1340

request@ihsGlobalAlliance.com

The Americas 

501 Santa Monica Blvd 
Santa Monica 90401 CA

USA
+1 310 395 2000



Telstra Business Award
Finalist, Victoria

HD + D Award
Reader’s choice winner, Hong Kong

AHA Award
Most innovative product

Hotelympia Innovation Award
Finalist, Design category
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Rollaway
conference tables

Perfect, long term naked 
presentations is a given; unrivalled 

speed of operation is a certainty; and 
its engineering is the ultimate luxury.

Rollaway
banquet & cabaret tables

Dining pleasure is not a 
compromise. It’s our commitment 

to you through the world-class 
design of this Rollaway table.

Rollaway
folding skirting panel

An ingenious way of encasing your 
tables. Convert them into counters 
of any type and revel in the multi-

functionality.

Tech box
power & data

Impress your modern conference 
clients and deliver power & data to 

your table. This accessory clips to the 
table when required.



T-fold
conference tables

In smaller sizes, and through the 
insertion of multi-media boxes 
and modesty panels, this table 

is now a beautiful piece of 
conference furniture.

Xilo
meeting & banquet tables

Explore this alternative table style 
which is suited to both, intimate 

meeting environments or grander 
scale conferencing. 

T-fold
banquet tables

Once a table better suited to 
office environments, it can now be 
enjoyed on a grander scale thanks 
to the stability we have mastered 

in its tilt-top. 

Executive box
power & data

Catapult your meeting space to 
memorable levels with this optional 

built-in executive box. 
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Cross Riser
plate stands

Elevate and excite your table tops 
with these simple and elegant 

accessories.

Cross Cube
round tables

Nothing but the shape changes. 
These stainless framed round Cross 

Cubes add just another dimension to 
presentations.

Cross Cube
skirting panel

An effective, beautiful and 
inexpensive way of transforming 
your tables into elegant counters 
of any type. Folds flat for storage 

and transport

Cross Cube
buffet tables

This globally admired table system 
has been reinvented in amazing 
ways, to keep your presentations 

inspiring, your guests marveling, and 
your operation profiting.



Cool Cube
live cooking tables

Convert from table to kitchen, 
no assembly required. With an 
assortment of appliances to 
deliver unlimited conversion, 

there’s no cuisine the Cool Cube 
doesn’t deliver.

Cool Cube
buffet tables

An impeccable designer version of 
the traditional presentation cube.  
The architectural take on this table 

has to be seen to be believed. 

Classic Cube
nesting tables

Experience our design-take on 
this more traditional style table. 
Useful in so many ways, these 
tables always deliver powerful 

presentation value. 

Chic Cube
nesting tables

Where ultra modern contrasts 
perfectly with a warm residential 

style. Enjoy the wide variety of 
usage these fine tables offer.
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Action Stations
live cooking & buffet modules

The greatest array of mobile 
interactive stations personalized to 

suit your tastes and budgets.

Swap top
interchangeable pods

Interchangeable pods to keep 
your action stations always-active, 

and always returning.  

Beverage Stations
dispensing & display modules

Stylish mobile stations that can work 
overtime in all event spaces as 

cocktail bars, coffee bars, barista 
stations, and back bars.

Back bars
complete your beverage service

Equip them with power supply for 
coffee service, light them up with 
colored halogens or customize 

these sleek back bars in any other 
way you desire.



Electriko
built-in rechargeable battery kits

A convenient upgradeable power 
source for ultimate catering 

freedom.

Showcase
knock-down beverage modules

A knock-down station with beautiful 
style, for all your event needs 
– cocktail bar, barista station, 

welcome counter. 

Showcase
knock-down catering modules

A knock-down interchangeable 
station that can be used dynamically 

throughout your event spaces – 
holding, cooking, chilling, serving.

Revma
battery kits

A breakthrough in catering service – 
this mobile rechargeable battery kit 
will offer complete catering freedom 
by not restricting your appliance use 

to power supply.
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Freefold
in room dining trolley

The globally renowned food 
delivery system that has overhauled 
room service standards worldwide.

Freeheat
electric food warmer

A 5 star presentation, deserving 
of your culinary efforts and your 

clients’ expectations.

T-fold
in room dining trolley

This economical model has just 
been given a face-lift.  Now, it’s not 
just strong, but it’s the best looking 

of its kind.

Caddy
food warmer storage system

Built to suit any storage space 
and service need. 



The Butler
VIP serving module

An up-market modular suite to 
personalize your VIP service.

Z-rack
tray delivery system

This is an in-room dining must-
have. It heats, it delivers, it stores;  

the humble tray rack is finally 
holding its own.

Buggy Box
resort food carrier

A clever food transport system 
for resort dining. 

Smart tray
dining & service trays

Sleek and stylish, these trays are 
perfectly designed, positioned 

and priced.
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Our projects

Armani 

Conrad

Andaz

Radisson Blu

Hilton

Peninsula

Convention & Exhibition Center

Park Hyatt

Mandarin Oriental

Four Seasons

Fairmont

Langham

Convention & Exhibition Center

Ritz Carlton

Peninsula

Trump

Sofitel

Sheraton

Loews

Raffles

Convention Centre

Milan

New York

Maui

Chicago

Doha

Hong Kong

Melbourne

New York

Beijing

Moscow

Scottsdale

Chicago

Hong Kong

Macau

Paris

Baku

Sydney

Melbourne

Chicago

Istanbul

Toronto



Patents and registrations

IHS products are legally protected with patents and designs issued and currently pending in various countries worldwide. The sanctioning and 
purchasing of imitation goods may have legal ramifications. Design and technical information used in this brochure is subject to copyright 
and may not be used by other parties without the written approval of IHS Global Alliance. All IHS Global Alliance product names are trademark 
registered.

Albania, Algeria, Antigua and Barbuda, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Bosnia, Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Central African Republic, China, Colombia, Congo, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cuba, 
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominica, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, Eurasia, Europe, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, 
Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Laos, Latvia, Liberia, Libya, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Madagascar, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Nicaragua, Nigeria, North Korea, Norway, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia and Montenegro, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, 
Sri Lanka, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Syria, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States of America, Uzbekistan, Vietnam, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Photo acknowledgments
Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre, Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel Chicago, Crown Casino & Entertainment Complex Melbourne, 
Hilton Hotel Sydney, Hilton London Tower Bridge, Andaz Maui at Wailea, Grand Hyatt San Francisco

Certifications
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